Supersymmetry (SUSY) and supersymmetric field theories are an interesting topic for numerical lattice simulations. Similar to the chiral symmetry there is also no local realization of (interacting) supersymmetry on the lattice. I briefly review the basic reasons for the breaking of supersymmetry. One attempt to solve the problem uses a Ginsparg-Wilson relation for supersymmetry. However, apart from the free theory a solution of this relation has so far not been found. For supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory a fine-tuning of the bare gluino mass is enough to arrive at a supersymmetric continuum limit. The last part of this work contains a short status report of recent SYM simulations.
Introduction
Supersymmetric lattice simulations have been the subject of several recent investigations. The reason for this can be seen in the growing interest for possible extensions of the standard model. A complete understanding of supersymmetric theories, as they are used in these extensions, needs non-perturbative methods. Supersymmetry transforms fermionic and bosonic particles into each other. As a consequence it predicts a pairing of bosonic and fermionic states and has nontrivial commutation relations with the Poincare-symmetry of space-time.
The simplest examples for supersymmetric field theories are Wess-Zumino modells. They can be seen as the matter sector of the supersymmetric extensions of the standard model. The continuum action of such a model has the following form 1
It consists of bosonic and fermionic kinetic terms and a Yukawa-type interaction term. The supersymmetry transforms the fields ψ and φ into each other. Due the nontrivial interplay with the Poincaré symmetry the transformations contain derivatives of the fields. The variation of the action in the continuum is
On the lattice the equality (2) can be easily satisfied using periodic or open boundary conditions. The violation of the first equality (1) is, however, unavoidable for a local lattice theory. It is due to the breaking of the Leibniz rule on the lattice. This fact can be stated in terms of a No-Go theorem for local lattice supersymmetry. A version of such a No-Go theorem was presented in [1] . As shown in [2] , even stronger conditions for a local lattice action must be fullfilled. The findings in [2] , that include also the results of a simulation with intact supersymmetry on the lattice, will be summarized in the next section. A No-Go theorem for a local realization of a supersymmetry seems to be similar to the Nielson-Ninomiya theorem [3] for chiral symmetry. In this case the solution was found in terms of a modified symmetry relation on the lattice. The Section 3 is therefore a briefly comment on the current investigations of this approach. The last Section 4, consists of a report of the simulations of a supersymmetric gauge theory. In this case the unavoidable breaking of supersymmetry can be controlled via fine tuning.
No-Go theorem for local lattice supersymmetry
A simple form of a No-Go theorem for the Leibniz rule, and therefore for the invariance of the lattice action can be found in terms of the following statement. 
Note that this is true also for a nonlocal lattice derivative. It is therefore a stronger restriction then in [1] .
Already in the early days of lattice supersymmetry a generalization of the discretization was proposed in [4] , that circumvents this simple form of the No-Go theorem using a modification of the product rule on the lattice. It leads, e. g., to the following relplacement for a product of three continuum fields on the lattice
However, the lattice action in [4] includes a nonlocal C i jk . The nonlocality of C i jk is indeed unavoidable to circumvent the simple form of the No-Go theorem. Furthermore, C i jk projects one of the interacting fields to its zero momentum part and can hence be considered only as a trivial solution. To exclude such kind of trivial solutions one has to require an additional condition for a possible lattice action. The interaction should not be restricted to a only a discrete number of modes.
A realization that fullfills this condition has been proposed in [5] . In contrast to the previously mentioned approach it involves not only a nonlocal interaction term but also a nonlocal SLAC type derivative. 2 This seems to be a severe violation of locality, but for a supersymmetric lattice theory one can find no better solution. This can be stated in terms of the following No-Go statement.
Lemma 2 (No-Go theorem) In order to get a nontrivial interacting supersymmetric lattice theory one needs a nonlocal derivative operator and a nonlocal interaction term.
Besides the violation of the Leibniz rule a second source of the supersymmetry breaking on the lattice must be mentioned. Due to the doubling problem in the fermionic sector a Wilson mass term must be added to the fermion action. If not consistently added also to the bosonic potential this leads to a supersymmetry breaking. Note that the doubling problem can also be avoided with a nonlocal lattice action.
According to the No-Go theorem it is hence possible to realize a fully supersymmetric theory on the lattice, if one accepts a nonlocality of the action. A local continuum limit of such a theory can be proven to all orders of perturbation theory in Wess-Zumino models up to three dimensions [7] . To perform numerical simulations one has to seek for an efficient realization of the nonlocal interaction term on the lattice. This can be done by performing the complete simulation in Fourier space. Equivalently the nonlocal interaction term can be realized using Fourier transformations and a local product on a larger lattice (cf. [2] for details). Figure 1 shows the result for the supersymmetric Ward-Identities, that verify the intact supersymmetry on the lattice.
Solutions similar to the Ginsparg-Wilson relation
Considering the presented No-Go theorem, the problem of realizing supersymmetry on the lattice seems to be much similar to the one for chiral symmetry on the lattice. The corresponding No-Go theorem for local realizations of chiral symmetry is the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem. In case of this symmetry a solution for a lattice realization was found in terms of the Ginsparg-Wilson relation, a modified symmetry relation on the lattice [9] . The basic idea behind the Ginsparg-Wilson relation is a blocking transformation (corresponding to a renormalization group step) from the continuum to the lattice. In this way not only the action is mapped onto a (perfect) lattice action. The Ward-identities measured in supersymmetric quantum mechanics using a model with completely realized supersymmetry on the lattice. A nonlocal SLAC derivative and a nonlocal interaction term were used in the action. The figure shows for comparison also the Ward-identities of the unimproved and improved SLAC model introduced in [8] . These models contain only the nonlocal SLAC derivative but no nonlocal interaction term.
Also the symmetry transformations get a modification due to the symmetry breaking induced by the regulator. In case of chiral symmetry the relevant part of the action is only quadratic and a solution for the modified symmetry transformation can be found easily. In contrast, the interesting case of supersymmetry includes non-quadratic interaction terms. A modified symmetry relation can, nevertheless, be found, as presented in [10] . It is, however, hard to find an action, that is invariant under it. The form of the modified symmetry leads generically to non-polynomial actions and involves possible nonlocal terms. This might not be unexpected since a renormalization group transformation generically generates operators of higher order in the fields and interactions between distant lattice sites. In case of the Ginsparg-Wilson relation a solution for a lattice action invariant under the modified chiral symmetry was found, e. g., in terms of the overlap operator. For supersymmetry this problem remains unresolved. A different way to ensure chiral symmetry on the lattice uses fine-tuning of the parameters in the action. The number of parameters that must be fine tuned depends on the mixing of the supersymmetry breaking terms with operators of equal or lower dimension. Based on similar arguments one can find that no fine tuning is needed for the Poincaré symmetry and only a fine tuning of the mass parameter for the chiral symmetry [11] . A fine tuning of all necessary parameters for a Wess-Zumino model (in more than one dimension) seems currently impossible. However, for a supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory it was found that only one parameter is needed for the fine tuning [12] .
Supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
The field content of the supersymmetric (N = 1) Yang-Mills theory contains, besides the usual bosonic gauge fields (field strength F µν ), the Majorana fermion λ in the adjoint representation. Adding a gluino mass term the Lagrangian of the continuum theory has the following form
Note that supersymmetry is only established at m g = 0. Low energy effective actions of the theory have been constructed in [14, 15] . The lattice action proposed by Veneziano-Curci in seems, in comparison to the previously mentioned attempts, to be a rather "brute force" approach. It constits of the usual gauge action (gauge group SU(N C )) and the common fermionic action with a Wilson term, 3
It breaks the chiral symmetry and the supersymmetry of the model. However, a detailed analysis shows that both symmetries can be recovered with a fine-tuning of the bare gluino mass m g . The chiral limit of the theory corresponds to the supersymmetric limit. We applied this approach to perform numerical simulations using a PHMC algorithm. For the gauge action (gauge group SU(2)) an additional tree-level Symanzik improvement was used and stout smeared links for the fermion action. We have considered lattice sizes of 16 3 × 32, 24 3 × 48, and 32 3 × 64 lattice points. If one sets the Sommer scale of the theory to the usual QCD value (r 0 = 0.5 fm) the lattice spacing is 0.09 fm corresponding to a lattice volume of L ≈ 1.5 − 2.3 fm. We have performed the fine tuning by an extrapolation to the chiral limit. 4 It was confirmed that the supersymmetric Ward identities would lead to the same extrapolated point. 5 Although we have used anti-periodic boundary conditions for the fermions in time direction, the finite volume effects, including the supersymmetry breaking by the boundary conditions, seem to be under control.
The proposed low energy effective action contains operators for adjoint mesons (gluino-balls), glueballs, and, since the fermions are in an adjoint representation, compound operators formed from gluon and gluino fields (gluino-glue-balls). It is a nontrivial task to measure the corresponding correlations on the lattice. All mesonic states contain disconnected contributions. We have measured them with a stochastic estimator technique including, where necessary, a separate determination of the contributions form the lowest eigenvalues. For the glueballs we applied variational smearing methods, and the gluino-glue-ball correlation was measured with a combination of Jacobi and APE smearing.
The presence of Majorana fermions in the theory leads to additional difficulties. Instead of the determinant the fermionic path integral corresponds to a Pfaffian of D w . Up to a sign the Pfaffian is the square root of the determinant. Hence one gets a sign problem in the theory, although the determinant stays always positive. The signs are represented in our approach by positive and negative reweighting factors.
The masses of the particles obtained from the correlation functions are shown in figure 2. The gluino-glue-ball operator Tr c [Fσ λ ] 6 should have an overlap with the lightest fermionic state of the theory. If supersymmetry is not broken, it should be paired with bosonic particles of the same mass. We have obtained masses for the gluino-ball a-f 0 (operator λ λ ) and a-η ′ (operator λ γ 5 λ ) as well as the 0 ++ glueball. However, all of these particles have a much smaller mass than the gluino, when extrapolated to the chiral limit. This is in contradiction with the theoretical predictions since it indicates a breaking of supersymmetry.
In our recent studies we have increased the value of β to approach a smaller lattice spacing (around 0.06 fm). The first results of these simulations indicate that the gap between the masses of the fermionic and bosonic masses is reduced towards the continuum limit. However, it is still too early to draw a conclusion from these preliminary data.
Conclusions
Supersymmetry on the lattice remains an interesting subject of theoretical investigations. It is by now well understood that this symmetry can be realized only in a nonlocal theory on the lattice. It has been shown in [16] that a nonlocal lattice gauge theory leads to a nonlocal continuum limit. However, in case of the Wess-Zumino modells a full supersymmetric theory yields the correct local continuum limit at least in lower dimensions.
In a local lattice theory it is necessary to control the breaking of supersymmetry. The most elegant way to control the breaking would be a Ginsparg-Wilson relation for supersymmetry. Although it is possible to establish such an relation, it is hard to find a solution in the interacting case. Perhaps an approximation can lead to a useful lattice realization [17] .
For the supersymmetric counterpart of a pure gauge theory the supersymmetry breaking can be controlled with the same fine tuning as needed for the chiral symmetry. Only a single parameter is used to arrive at a supersymmetric continuum limit. This theoretical prediction is verified by the supersymmetric Ward-Identities. The investigation of the mass spectrum of the theory still demands further efforts. The first results at one lattice spacing show a gap between the bosonic and fermionic masses. This gap may, however, be due to the lattice artifacts and vanish in the continuum limit.
